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Managing the Menu Bar 
All of the Apple utilities in the Menu Bar on macOS are managed in a single .plist file, 
located at ~/Library/Preferences/com.apple.systemuiserver.plist.  In order manage the 
Menu Bar to only include specific items, we must modify that .plist. However, the file 
must be rewritten to accomplish that, which requires a lot of custom scripting for each 
use case. This workflow allows for easier customization of which items to show and 
hide in the Menu Bar. We will make a Configuration Profile with Custom Settings, then 
deploy a Policy that restarts the Menu Bar for affected computers. 

Requirements 
• A test machine running macOS 10.11.x or 10.12.x 
• mcxToProfile.py (click to download) 
• An extension attribute script (click to download) 

Workflow 
1. Download the mcxToProfile.py script to the test machine 
2. Configure the Menu Bar on the test machine to reflect how you’d like the Menu 

Bar to look on your scoped devices. 
Note: Only Apple-specific Menu Bar items apply here. Items installed by users, 
like Dropbox or 1Password, will be ignored, so don’t worry about the 
arrangement or inclusion of those. 

3. Run a variation of the following command in Terminal on your test machine. 
Modify the command to point to where mcxToProfile.py is saved on your machine. 

sudo python /path/to/mcxToProfile.py --plist ~/Library/
Preferences/com.apple.systemuiserver.plist --identifier 
MenuBarProfile

4. The command should then place MenuBarProfile.mobileconfig in your root user 
directory. To get it, open Finder, type Shift + Command + G, and type in ~/ 
a) You can leave the file here if you want, but Step 6 might be easier if you move it 

to the Desktop 
5. Log in to the JSS, click on Computers, click on Configuration Profiles, and click 

Upload 
6. Select MenuBarProfile.mobileconfig from wherever it is saved on your computer 
7. Change the name of the Configuration Profile if you’d like. Scope it to a single test 

machine, and click Save. 
8. On the test machine we scoped to Profile to, click on the  icon in the Menu Bar, 

click on About This Mac, and click on System Report. 
9. Scroll all the way down to Profiles (typically third from the bottom) and highlight 

the name of the Configuration Profile. Take note of the Identifier, as seen in the 
following screenshot 
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10. Keep this window open, and open up the JSS on the test machine 
11. Go to JSS > Settings > Computer Management > Extension Attributes > New 
12. Name this Extension Attribute (EA) something like “Has Menu Bar Profile” 
13. Change the Input Type dropdown to Script 
14. Copy and Paste the contents of the EA script downloaded earlier into the Script 

field now displayed in the JSS 
15. Replace the existing Identifier in the script with the Identifier we found in Step 9. 

a) Make sure to preserve the spacing between the : and the first character of the 
Identifier! 
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16. Navigate back to JSS > Computers > Configuration Profiles and open up your 
previously created Configuration Profile from Steps 5 through 7 

17. Change the scoping on this Profile to now include all of the intended targets for 
the changes. Save the Profile. 

18. Navigate to JSS > Computers > Smart Computer Groups > New 
19. Name this Group whatever you’d like. Something like “Menu Bar Restart Scope” 

would make sense. 
20. Click on Criteria, and click Show Advanced Criteria. Find the name of the 

Extension Attribute set in Step 12 and click Add. 
21. Configure the Criteria to look similar to the following screenshot 

22. Save this Smart Group 
23. Navigate to JSS > Computers > Policies > New 
24. Name this Policy whatever you’d like. Something like “Menu Bar Restart” would 

make sense. 
25. Add a Recurring Check-In Trigger, with an Execution Frequency of Once Per 

Computer 
a) If Login/Logout hooks are enabled in the JSS already, a Login Trigger would also 

work well for this. 
26. Add the Files & Process payload 
27. Add the following command to the Execute Command field: 

sudo killall SystemUIServer

28. Scope this Policy to the Smart Group we created in Steps 18 through 22 

You’re all done! Computers will receive the Configuration Profile immediately via an 
MDM command. Once a Computer has the Profile, the next time it Updates Inventory 
(which can be forced with a sudo jamf recon) the Extension Attribute will update to 
Yes if the Profile is installed correctly and the Identifier was captured properly. That will 
put the Computer into scope for the Policy, which, when triggered, will restart the 
Menu Bar, replacing the existing Menu Bar with your settings. 

To undo this, simply un-scope the Configuration Profile.
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